1. Introduction. It is well known that if a trigonometric series converges to an integrable function, except possibly in a countable set, and the series' coefficients converge to zero then that series is the Fourier series of the limit function [8, p. 329] .
This problem for Walsh series was open for many years, but in 1965 two independent solutions were published: [2] and [3] . By combining the American and Soviet techniques we are able to obtain a theorem which contains the Walsh series result in [2] but which has a form similar to the theorem in [3] . Following the Soviet example, we will prove the result for Haar series and obtain the Walsh series result as a corollary.
In this paper F will represent a countable subset of [0, 1] , and D.R. will represent the set of dyadic rationals. Given a Borel set A, IA(x) will denote the characteristic function of the set A.
The Haar system {xk}?=o is defined as xo(*)=l, xÁx)=ho.ii2)(x)-Iai2.v(x);
in general writing k' = 2n+k, 0^k<2n where « is the largest power of 2 which is less than or equal to k', we define
Xk(x) = Xn\x) = (2n)112 2k-2ßn+1 < x <2k-lßn + \ = -(2")1/2 2k-l/2n + 1 < x < 2k/2n+1,
We will denote (2k-2/2"+1,2k-ll2n+1) = A^V, (2k-1 /2n+\ 2Â:/2" + *) = A<3>
and these two open intervals will be referred to as the positive (respectively negative) support of the Arth Haar function. Alexits [1] proves this sequence is a complete orthonormal system. We define the Walsh system {YJjfL 0 by letting <&"(*)=/."_ V2)(x)-I[X¡2. v(x),
Q>n(x) = <l>o(2nx) (where 4>0 is extended by periodicity of period 1) and then defining T0(x) = l, Tn(x) = Oni(x) • • ■ 0"r(x) where « = 2i=i2n' and the «¡ are uniquely We shall prove : Theorem 1. Let Six) = ^tk = 0akxkix) be a Haar series satisfying condition G such that far some/unction g esé and subsequence of natural numbers {«,} (i) lim^oo S2"¡ix)=gix) in measure;
(ii) lim sup;_ » iSa^C*)! <00> x$E; (iii) lim sup^oo S2"iix) dominates an integrable /unction fyx) far x $ E. Then g is integrable and S is the Haar Fourier series o/g. Theorem 2. Let Six) = ^ik^0ak¥kix) be a Walsh series such that far a/unction g e s/ and some subsequence o/natural numbers {«¿} (i) limy.,«*, S2»)(x)=gix) in measure; (ii) lim supuso |S2»>(*)| <co far x$E; (iii) lim sup^oo S2"i{x) dominates an integrable /unction fyx) far x $ E; (iv) limfc^OT ak = 0.
Then g is integrable and S is the Walsh Fourier series o/g.
Fundamental lemmas.
By an = an(x) and ßnix)=ßn we shall mean (3) an = P-2-n Í x < iP+l)2~n = ßn and a'n(x) = an(x) if x $ D.R., a'n(x) = an(x) -2~n otherwise. Given a Haar series S(x) = 2k = o akXk(x) we define
j-* k = 0 Jo y-*00 when this limit exists. In case F(S, x, n) exists we will write it as L(S, x) following the notation in [5] .
Lemma 1. If S(x) = ^k = o akXÁx) is a Haar series satisfying condition G, then for every x and «^0 both L(S, an(x)) and L(S, ßn(x)) exist and are finite. Furthermore
Proof. We use [3, Lemma 1] as an outline of the proof of this lemma. To show (6), we use (5) and the fact that condition G implies 2~nS2«(x) = o(l).
To see this, given e>0 and x0e [0, 1] we choose N sufficiently large so that 7'ä N implies (7) K,| < e-|x%(*o)| where k} are defined in the definition of condition G. We then recall from the very definition of the Haar functions that the set (8) {Âi)(xo),xnxo),...,xr)(xo)} has at most two nonzero elements for each k, and that \xk\x0)\2 Ú2k.
Combining (7) and (8) if « > yV,
Hence taking lim sup of (9) as « -> oo we obtain S2"(x0) = o(2").
The following lemma is the Haar series analogue of a lemma in [3] , and the proof is essentially the same. Lemma 2. If S(x) = ~2,k = ûakxk(x) is a Haar series satisfying condition G and if L(S, x, n,) exists and is finite, then
L(S,ßn)->L(S,x,n,) as j^ oo.
The following lemma is proved in a similar manner to Lemma 3 of [3] .
Lemma 3. Let G(x) be defined in a<x<b and satisfy:
(i) Except perhaps on a countable set Z, lim inf,^oe 2ni[G(ßn) -G(anj)] ií 0.
(ii) For all x e (a, b), both
Then G(x) is monotone nonincreasing in (a, b).
Lemma 4. Let S(x) = 2™=o QuXkix) be a Haar series satisfying condition G, let /be a finite valued function, integrable over ia -e, b + e) far e>0, and let {«,} be a subsequence of the natural numbers. Suppose further that Z is a countable subset of {a-e, b + e) and that (i) L(5, x, n,) exists and is finite for every x e ia -e, b + e); (ii) +00 > lim supj_ " S2"i{x) ä/(x) for x$Z. Thus L(S, x, «,) has derivatives almost everywhere which are integrable on every closed subinterval of (a-e/2, b + e). Hence (12) 17) is the theorem appearing in [6] .
We quote the main lemma of [2] .
Lemma 6. Suppose S(x) = '£k = 0okxk(x) is a Haar series satisfying condition G and f is an integrable function whose Haar Fourier series is >S"(x) = 2k = o ckXÁx). Suppose also that for some subsequence of natural numbers {n}}, S2"i(x) converges to f(x) in measure.
Let x0 e [0, 1] and k0 be an integer such that (a) inside A(¿°\ i0 = 1 or 2, Sko + x(x), S'ko + x(x) have different constant values, (ß) k > k0 implies Xk is nonzero either in A^jp or outside it. Then for any M>0 and any positive integer yV we can find an nf, a natural number p and an interval of the form A*,'"*, ip = 1 or 2 such that (1) 2"y>yV, 3. Proof of Theorem 1. Since g ese, given x0 $ Ag we can find an interval of the form A$g containing x0 such that A^' n Ag= 0, and g is integrable over A^. We claim that L(S, x0, n¡) exists and is finite. By Lemma 1, we may assume x0 is not a dyadic rational.
Consider the function
By choice of/, g* is integrable in [0, 1]. By hypothesis (i), S2"i(x)IA'»(x) -> g(x)
■ Iam(x) in measure, so if we define
we have by (18) (20) lim T2"i(x) = g*(x) in measure.
y-.a>
We note that F is actually a Haar series, say F(x) = 2™= o «kXkix), and since |«k|á|«*:|, T satisfies condition G. Let S'ix) = J,k = 0 ckxk{x) be the Haar Fourier series of g*. We claim S' and Fare the same series.
Suppose not, and let k0 be the least integer for which ako^cko. Clearly Ffco + 1(x) -S'ko + iix) = din A(k'^ where dis a nonzero constant and z'0= 1 or 2. Let F u D.R. ={ZX, Z2,...}; we use Lemma 6 countably many times to obtain sequences {%J*=i, {pk}k = i such that (21) Zk £ A<W-e A«r_-i» for A: = 2, 3,...,
\TMx)\ > k for x e A<W, fe -1, 2.
Since the dyadic rationals are excluded from the nested sequence A^\ m(A^W) tends to zero as fe -» oo. By (21) we let f e H"=i &£*>. Then by (22), lim sup \S2«iiciO\ = °°w hich implies by hypothesis (ii) that £ e Fç{Z, Z2,...} which contradicts (21).
Thus the assumption was false and S' = T.
Thus by (19), if «>/ + 1 and x e AfQ, by (9). Thus L2*i(S, x0)=L(S, an¡) + o(l) which implies L(S, x0, n}) exists and is finite, and we have proved yV has no isolated points. By periodicity of the Haar functions we conclude that L(S, x, «,) exists and is finite for all real x. Hence using Lemma 4 we conclude g eF*[-1/2, 3/2] and S2"i(x) -> g(x) almost everywhere.
We now proceed as we did locally for g*. If the Haar Fourier series of the integrable function g(x) is not identically equal to the series S, then using Lemma 6 countably many times we conclude the F is uncountable contrary to hypothesis. Thus S is the Haar Fourier series of the function g and Theorem 1 is established. 
